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“The game of lawn tennis offers as wide a field
for controversy as (do) the Vatican decrees…”
Early Lawn Tennis
Royal Leamington Spa – the first club
Until the publication of ‘The Birth of Lawn Tennis’ (2018) by local tennis historian Robert
Everitt, in collaboration with American historian Richard Hillway, and Hillway’s recent
‘independent’ paper “The Early Years of Lawn Tennis a Guide for Historians &
Researchers”, (see App: 1) it was generally agreed that the first club in the world formed
solely for the playing of lawn tennis was The Leamington Club, playing on courts in the
grounds of the Manor House Hotel, Avenue Road, Royal Leamington Spa. Major ‘Harry’
Gem, Augurio Perera and Drs Haynes and Tomkins were the founders. The first reference
to this club appeared in a letter from Major Gem published in the Field 21st November 1874
(see App: 2) in which he outlined the rules of the club with the heading: ‘Lawn Tennis or
Pelota – Laws of the game as played by the Leamington Club.’
Of Gem’s letter to the Field of 21st November 1874, Hillway writes in his paper:
“….In referring to his friend Augurio Perera, Gem wrote, “He introduced the game fifteen
years ago…’ What game? What game had Perera introduced fifteen years ago in 1859? And to
whom had he introduced it? To help one understand the context of that statement, here is the
full paragraph in which it occurred.
“The (Leamington) club has for its founder Mr. Perera, a gentleman of Spanish family and well
known as a racquet player in the days of John Mitchell, George and Frank Erwood, Sam Young
and Patrick Divett (Lord Eglinton’s marker). He first introduced the game fifteen years ago,
and it has recently received the name of Pelota, a Spanish word in compliment to its originator
(Perera), and signifying any game played with a ball.”
“So what was “the game” in that paragraph. Some think it was a form of lawn tennis, since the
last part of the paragraph refers to the 1874 game at the Leamington Club. But no
contemporary document has been found to support the claim of a lawn tennis type game in
1859 – no name of the game, no location, no rules, no other players, no court, nothing. And in
1859 Gem and Perera lived not in Leamington but in Birmingham and Edgbaston respectively.
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”Could “the game” have been open court rackets? The beginning of the paragraph was all
about the game of rackets, and then Gem immediately stated, “He first introduced the
game…” Bob Everitt and I both think that they were playing open court rackets. Without more
contemporary evidence, neither side can prove its case…..”

It is important when considering Hillway’s comments to note how Gem’s letter begins:
LAWN TENNIS (LEAMINGTION CLUB GAME)
Sir, - Seeing the interest in the game of lawn tennis, and anticipating its rapid increase in
popularity, especially in the summer season, I venture to inclose (sic) for publication the laws
which have been framed by the Leamington Club, together with some suggestions of laying
out the ground,…..”

The paragraph quoted by Hillway is the final one of Gem’s letter. Gem’s penultimate
paragraph begins: “The Leamington Club have played the game with racquets of various
sizes and makes….”
What was the game?
I may be misreading Hillway but it appears that he thinks that Gem’s reference in the final
paragraph of his letter to the Field might be a reference to another game altogether? This is
not how I would read the letter. Gem’s reference throughout must refer to the game the
rules of which he states in the letter, and no other. It must be remembered that Gem was a
lawyer, careful with his words, precise and of impeccable integrity. He was hardly likely to
make any claim which could not be substantiated, leading to severe professional
embarrassment. Therefore, he was used to being accurate in anything that he might write,
or claim for that matter. If he were to make reference to an earlier/different game then
surely he would have been careful to make this clear.
Where was it played?
Everitt and Hillway have cast doubt on the veracity of Eliezer Edward’s claim, in his
obituary of Harry Gem in Edgbastonia 1881, that:
“Lovers of lawn-tennis will perhaps be surprised to learn that Major Gem was the first to
bring the game before the public, but it is an unquestionable fact.”

One would agree perhaps that this honour should be assigned to Walter Wingfield, as it is
not known when exactly Gem and Perera’s Leamington club was formed in 1874 and their
game was more of a precursor to lawn tennis, going no further than Leamington as they
had no commercial interest.
However, there is no reason surely to doubt Edward’s assertion that:
“The first game was played by Messrs. Gem and Perera in the garden attached to the latter
Gentleman’s residence, “Fairlight,” Ampton Road, Edgbaston….”

Much later Frederick Haynes reminisced in the Birmingham Gazette, Monday 24th June 1935
(see App: 3) “How Lawn Tennis began…This account of BIRMINGHAM ORIGINS is by
DR. FREDERICK H. HAYNES, now aged Ninety.”
“…The historic first game was played in the garden of Fairlight, a residence in Ampton-road
(sic), Edgbaston, belonging to Mr. J.B.A. Perera, a Birmingham merchant.”
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Haynes may have been inaccurate in recalling 1872 as the date of the inauguration of the
Leamington Club, as this was the accepted date at the time, but his recall of the location is
unlikely to have been wrong. From my own experience at the age of seventy-three I recall
clearly where I first played Badminton and Lawn Tennis (over sixty-five years ago) but not
the years!
It has been suggested that the pair may have played in a local Birmingham, park. There are
several difficulties with this idea, not least of which is that parks local to the men’s homes
were not opened until after the men had moved to live in Leamington Spa and then there
would have been the problem of the transport of equipment: posts, net, etc.
The garden of Gem’s house on Moseley Road would have been unsuitable and too small for
a court whereas the garden of Perera’s home in Ampton Road certainly was large and level
enough to accommodate a court.
Why was there no contemporary documentation?
If Gem and Perera had a commercial interest in their game they might have attempted to
achieve some publicity for their game. As they did not then it is unsurprising that there was
no documentation prior to Gem’s letter appearing in the Field, 21st November 1874.
That Gem did not refer to it it in other published articles, as Hillway mentions, is perhaps
because he regarded it simply as a game he enjoyed playing with his friend Perera and of
no particular significance. Like children engaged in a traditional playground game or one
of their own making they would have no need of written rules to play the game together. It
might be safe to assume that neither man appreciated the ‘value’ of their game until the
arrival and instant popularity of Wingfield’s game in 1874. This must have prompted them
to create their club, but only for the enjoyment of playing their game among their wider
group of friends. They appeared to have no commercial interest in their game and in Gem’s
letter to the Field, published 5.12.1874 (see App: 4), he indicated that he had no desire for
involvement in the codification if the wider game when he wrote:
“I have contented myself with defending our own laws without attacking others; but I hope
that when some great and recognised authority shall lay down a code for the guidance of the
multitude, the game will be simple and the rules intelligible…..Do not let us have laws that
it takes a lifetime to learn, and a game that it takes another lifetime to play.”

Until relatively recently it was thought that Leamington Club was formed in 1872 but it is
now known to have been established two years later, sometime in 1874. Gem moved to live
in Leamington in November 1872 and Perera followed in November 1873. An article in the
Leamington Spa Courier of 24th July 1875 (see App: 5) reported on a garden party held at
the club with the following key sentence:
“The club, though so recently established, this being only the second year of its existence, is
in a very flourishing condition…” The club had various titles: The Leamington Club, The
Leamington Pelota Club, The Leamington Lawn Rackets Club and The Leamington Lawn
Tennis Club.”

The reference to Wingfield’s game being set up for members to try:
“…the Club Setting and that of Wingfield were arranged in close proximity…”
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The Leamington game
It would seem that Everitt and Hillway would like us to believe that Gem, Perera and their
associates at the Leamington Club were playing Lawn Rackets, not Lawn Tennis. Ergo the
club could not be styled the world’s first lawn tennis club. It is undoubtedly true that the
Gem/Perera game was grounded in Rackets, as that was the game they played at the Bath
Street Rackets club in Birmingham before moving to Leamington Spa. Gem joined the
Leamington Tennis Court Club (letter of election dated 30th October 1872) perhaps to play
to play Rackets rather than Real Tennis, as there was a Racket court at that club in those
days.
An article in the Leamington Spa Courier of 3rd July 1875 shows that the original Leamington
Lawn Tennis Club played both codes, Gem and Perera’s game alongside the MCC’s revised
version of Lawn Tennis (see App: 6).
Thus, we know that the Leamington Club were playing the nationally recognised game of
lawn tennis in the 1875 season, if not the year before. Inter club competition would have
required the members to be playing the Wingfield and/or MCC code.
It could be said that Everitt and Hillway are splitting hairs. There is great similarity between
the Gem/Perera game and that of Wingfield. Both played on a court marked out on grass,
over a net, hitting a ball with a racquet and with similar scoring – first to fifteen, as in
Badminton and Rackets. Even the dissimilarity is of importance: Gem’s game played on a
rectangular court which prefigured the lawn tennis court finally introduced by the All
England Club in 1877. Wingfield’s court was hour-glass shaped (see App: 6) similar to a
Badminton court (Badminton adopted the rectangular court in 1901). In Gem’s game players
served from either end. The early version of Wingfield’s had a service diamond in one court
only, therefore service from one end only. Gem’s net was of a uniform height of four feet
from side to side. Wingfield’s net sagged to four feet eight inches at the centre being much
higher at the posts.
In this respect it is interesting to read what John Moyer Heathcote wrote back in 1882 in
‘The Classic Guide to Tennis’:
“…the main features of lawn tennis, from any or all pastimes that have preceded it, of which
the principle has been the striking and returning of a ball or shuttlecock across a net or cord,
whether by the agency of the hand, a battledore, or a racket, whether the game be called
Pallone, longue paume, handball, tennis, sphairistike, or badminton.” (see App: 8).

J.M. Heathcote was a barrister, real tennis player and a member of the MCC committee
responsible for the 1875 revision of the rules of lawn tennis. Together with Julian Marshall
(also of the MCC) and Henry Jones, Heathcote was a member of the All England Club subcommittee which prepared further revisions to the game, in readiness for the first
Championships at Wimbledon in 1877. His definition of lawn tennis is as valid today as it
was back in 1882.
There were many variations of the game in the early days the Editor of the Field wrote in
response to a letter from WH.Sitwell 5th December 1874 (see App: 9):
“Whatever credit, therefore, may be due to Major Wingfield for spreading the knowledge of
the game, and introducing improvements, he can scarcely be said to have “first invented” it.
And supposing that he himself knew nothing of what had been done by others, he would be
by no means the first person who had unknowingly re-invented what was in existence.”
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In Ward & Lock’s Sixpenny Handbook: Lawn Tennis, Croquet, Racquets of 1881, Captain
Rawdon Crawley wrote (see App: 10):
“The introduction of Lawn Tennis into English society is generally, and I think correctly,
ascribed to Captain Wingfield. But he certainly did not invent it. On the contrary, it had been
played on the lawns of country houses from time immemorial….Lawn Tennis began to
attract attention in the spring if 1873. It had been mentioned from time to time as a good sort
of outdoor game; but it had not been taken as a fashionable amusement until Croquet had
pretty well run its course. As long ago as 1862 I advocated its practice in these words: “I see
no reason why a space marked off in a field or playground would not as well serve for Tennis
as an elaborately furnished and covered gallery. Let players try and make a game for
themselves unencumbered by the restrictive rules which govern this ancient and scientific
pastime. Was not that a prevision of lawn Tennis?”

Was not Gem and Perera’s game, by the same lights, a prevision of Lawn Tennis?
Wingfield was extremely protective of Sphairistike, with every letter to The Field from a
new ‘pretender’ to the ownership of lawn tennis he would take up his pen and respond. He
would be firm in his rebuttal of each new claim of a ‘superior’ game to protect the
precedence of his own, to warn against purchase of inferior imitations and to promote the
sale of his own game.
In Gem’s case Wingfield neither rejected nor endorsed publicly Harry’s statement in his
letter to The Field of 21st November 1874. He chose to write a personal and cordial note
direct to Harry. His letter of 8th December 1874 (see App: 11) is of interest in that he clearly
respected Gem’s game but could see that it afforded no competition to his own. He made
no attempt to discourage Gem and makes ‘derogatory’ reference to his other commercial
competition:
“Wynnstay
Rhuabon
Tuesday 8th December (1874)
My dear Sir,
I send you my book of Rules which have not been written off in a hurry but are the combined
experiences of many good players and judging from the numerous letters I have received The
Public seems satisfied with them.
I write no more to the Field which paper I leave for Messrs Hale* and Cavendish to flatter each
other’s vanity in, and shall remain satisfied with the few people who are good enough to say
that my exertions for the past year have afforded them a new and healthy amusement.
Thanking you for your generous and gentlemanly letter in The Field of last week (a striking
contrast to the conceit of Messrs Hale and Cavendish).
I remain sincerely
Walter Wingfield
P.S. my address after Thursday will be – Army & Navy Club, London.”
*John Hinde Hale introduced his game ‘Germains’ in October 1874.

John Latouche (the pen name of O.J.F. Crawford) wrote the following in The New Quarterly
Magazine 1876 (see App: 11):
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“… Lawn Tennis players will remember how when the game was first played in this country,
no little anarchy prevailed as to the markings of the court, the rules of the game, and even
the sort of balls and racquets to be used. A dozen schemes of play were proposed and fought
over by eager correspondents in the columns of the Field, and endless discussion arose
whenever players got together who were not accustomed to play on the same kind of court
and with the same rules; and it was not till the end of last May (1875) that something like
uniformity was introduced by the publication of the Marylebone Club Rules. With that
proper respect for law and order which distinguishes our people, we at once gave in our
adhesion to the new code of this central authority, and the Marylebone Rules are obeyed at
this moment in ninety-nine courts out of hundred.”

It could be argued that Lawn Tennis was not truly born until the All England Club decided
to hold its first Championships in 1877 and their sub-committee (John Heathcote, Julian
Marshall and Henry Jones) revised the rules to include Real Tennis scoring (Love, 15, 30, 40,
Deuce). Thus Gem, Perera and Wingfield would be regarded as Lawn Tennis pioneers. I
have no problem with Wingfield being credited as the ‘father’ of the game as it was his
version which filtered through revisions by the MCC in 1875 and then on to the All England
Club in 1877. Wingfield and French & Co, his agent selling the Sphairistike kits had a
financial interest in the spread of their game. Gem and Perera had no such interest and were
interested in simply playing their game among friends and so it went no further than
Leamington. However, their game was clearly a precursor of lawn tennis. The immediate
popularity of lawn tennis must have prompted them to form a club and formalise the rules
of their game.
L.H.J. Dorey, Honorary Secretary of the Public Schools Old Boys’ Lawn Tennis Association
1946 – 1958, wrote in his article ‘The Origin and Birth of Lawn Tennis’ published in the
Lawn Tennis and Badminton magazine 1st January 1953 (see App: 13)
“Thus lawn tennis had several foster-parents, and three mothers – tennis, rackets and
badminton – and was weaned by cricket and croquet – thanks to the intervention of the
M.C.C. and the adoption of lawn tennis by the All England Croquet Club.”

In the Leamington Spa Courier, 12th November 1887 (see App: 14), it was reported that the
landlords of the Manor House Hotel had given the Leamington Lawn Tennis Club notice to
quit. In the same report it was indicated that the Town Council agreed to sub-let to the club
some land in River Walk.
On 29th March 1898 all the club property was auctioned off at The Manor House Hotel (see
App: 15). On 2nd April 1898 (see App: 16) a Leamington Courier correspondent wrote:
“Many will join me in deploring the breaking up of the Leamington Lawn Tennis Club, and
regret the causes which led to it. These, I need not go into, it is too late in the day – the auction
of effects has taken place, and the dismemberment is complete.”

Ronald Lerry wrote of the Leamington Lawn Tennis Club in ‘Cradle of Lawn Tennis’ (1946)
(see App: 17):
“As a club it seems to have played little part in the county association affairs and apparently
it did not have a long life, though the tournament it founded survived for many years in the
Jephson Gardens.”

The original Leamington Lawn Tennis Club therefore ceased to exist in 1898 and it would
be nearly a quarter of a century later that another lawn tennis club was formed in
Leamington but having no connection with the original.
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Contenders for earliest lawn tennis club
Hillway writes in his paper:
“The Leamington Club was probably not the first lawn tennis club in the world, since the
Prince's Club and the Polo Club at Lillie Bridge, both in London, played lawn tennis in early
May of 1874. The exact date that the Leamington Club hosted lawn tennis is unknown,
though their game first appeared in The Field in November of 1874. (The Birth of Lawn
Tennis, pp. 100-122, pp. 504-505)”

The Prince’s Club was formed in 1853 as a rackets and real tennis club, cricket arrived in
1871, followed by croquet and then lawn tennis. It was therefore an existing sports club
taking up lawn tennis.
Lillie Bridge was a polo club formed in 1872 so again an existing sports club adopting lawn
tennis.
Royal Leamington Spa – what’s the connection between the first and the current clubs?
Ronald Lerry wrote in ‘Cradle of Lawn Tennis’ (1946):
“Two other clubs in the area affiliated before the war were Leamington Y.M.C.A. (founded
1920), and Leamside (1923), while shortly after the war ended a Leamington Lawn Tennis
Club was founded…” (see App: 18)

An advertisement appeared in the Royal Leamington Spa Courier and Warwickshire
Standard of 3rd May 1946 announcing the opening of the Leamington Lawn Tennis Club.
(see App: 19)
An article in the Coventry Evening Telegraph of 11th April 1962 (see App: 20) reported the
merger of Warwickshire Croquet Club (incorporating Milverton Lawn Tennis Club) and the
Leamington Lawn Tennis Club to be known as the Leamington Lawn Tennis and Croquet
Club. In the article it was stated:
“The Leamington Club was formed in 1922 and the same ground in Leam Terrace has always
been the venue….. At Milverton, the Milverton Lawn Tennis Club started in 1902, on
grounds at the rear of St. Mark’s Church, and the Leamington Croquet Club…shared the
same ground. But the popularity of croquet was such that in 1928 they bought their own
ground in Guy’s Cliffe Avenue and became the Warwickshire Croquet Club.”

Milverton LTC moved onto the Guy’s Cliffe site in 1948. The Leam Terrace site was sold in
1962 and the two clubs pooled finances on merger. Bill Gibbons published very much the
same information in his ‘Royal Leamington Spa, The Seeds of Lawn Tennis (1986) (See App:
21)
I and others have been unable to establish any connection between the current the
Leamington Lawn Tennis and Squash Club and the original Leamington Lawn Tennis Club
of 1874.
Leamington L.T.C. and Edgbaston Archery & L.T.S. – the distinction
It is worth clarifying the distinction between the two clubs as, in certain quarters, there is
some confusion regarding their historical, or perhaps even historic, status. Gem and Perera’s
original Leamington Lawn Tennis Club was the first if its kind to be formed solely for the
playing of lawn tennis. The Edgbaston Archery Society (now Edgbaston Archery & Lawn
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Tennis Society) was among many existing sports clubs which were early adopters of lawn
tennis.
The Edgbaston Archery Society was founded in 1860 with grounds on Hall Hill Road (later
Edgbaston Park Road), below the land now occupied by Edgbaston Golf Club. The Society
moved to its current location next to the Birmingham Botanical Gardens in 1867. Edgbaston
Cricket Club (later Edgbaston Cricket & Lawn Tennis Club, which would merge with the
Priory Club in 1964) took over the Hall Hill Road grounds, now occupied by University of
Birmingham halls of residence. Major Harry Gem and his wife were members of the Society,
Harry between 1864-1867 and his wife 1864-1872, the year they moved to Royal Leamington
Spa.
Major Walter Clopton Wingfield launched his Sphairistike game in 1874 and his kits were
sold through French & Co of London. French & Co’s daybook shows that the first person in
Birmingham to purchase a Sphairistike kit was a member of the Calthorpe family, landlords
then as now of the Society.
The Society’s archive, held at the Library of Birmingham, includes the original minute books
and it is clear that Sphairistike/lawn tennis was well established by 1875, when the
members were playing in prize competitions. The lawn tennis courts today are in the same
position and orientation, occupying the same land where they were laid out 146 years ago.
At its annual general meeting of 1877 the Society changed its name to Edgbaston Archery &
Lawn Tennis Society, some three weeks before the All England Club included lawn tennis
in its title. The All England Club (founded 1868) adopted Sphairistike/lawn tennis in 1875
but moved grounds from Worple Road to Church Road, Wimbledon, in 1922.
Many clubs, which adopted lawn tennis in 1875, have either moved grounds, ceased to exist
or no longer play on grass, the result being that no other club can claim Edgbaston Archery
& Lawn Tennis Society’s unbroken longevity - therefore the Society is the oldest surviving
lawn tennis club in the world.
In conclusion
In my opinion Gem and Perera’s original Leamington Club may be regarded still as the first
club formed solely for the purpose of playing a precursor of lawn tennis. However, in the
absence of any proof of a link to the original Gem and Perera club, the current Leamington
Lawn Tennis & Squash Club should no longer claim that it is the first or the oldest lawn
tennis club.
RMC Holland
Trustee
Edgbaston Archery & Lawn Tennis Society
The oldest lawn tennis club in the world
Founding Trustee
The Harry Gem Project
1st November 2021

Revised: 3rd January 2022

“The game of lawn tennis offers as wide a field for controversy as (do) the Vatican decrees…”
The beginning of J.M. Heathcote’s letter published in The Field 5th December 1874.
See page 4 for details of Mr Heathcote.
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